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Department of Energy § 1017.14 

§ 1017.12 Prohibitions on identifying 
Unclassified Controlled Nuclear In-
formation. 

Information, documents, and mate-
rial must not be identified as being or 
containing UCNI in order to: 

(a) Conceal violations of law, ineffi-
ciency, or administrative error; 

(b) Prevent embarrassment to a per-
son or organization; 

(c) Restrain competition; or, 
(d) Prevent or delay the release of 

any information that does not properly 
qualify as UCNI. 

§ 1017.13 Report concerning deter-
minations. 

The Office of Classification or suc-
cessor office shall issue a report by the 
end of each quarter that identifies any 
new information that has been deter-
mined for the first time to be UCNI 
during the previous quarter, explains 
how each such determination meets 
the criteria in § 1017.7, and explains 
why each such determination protects 
from disclosure only the minimum 
amount of information necessary to 
protect the health and safety of the 
public or the common defense and se-
curity. A copy of the report may be ob-
tained by writing to the Office of Clas-
sification, Office of Health, Safety and 
Security, U.S. Department of Energy, 
1000 Independence Ave., SW., Wash-
ington, DC 20585–1290. 

Subpart C—Review of a Docu-
ment or Material for Unclassi-
fied Controlled Nuclear Infor-
mation 

§ 1017.14 Designated officials. 
(a) Reviewing Official—(1) Authority. A 

Reviewing Official with cognizance 
over the information contained in a 
document or material is authorized to 
determine whether the document or 
material contains UCNI based on appli-
cable guidance. A Reviewing Official 
marks or authorizes the marking of the 
document or material as specified in 
§ 1017.16. 

(2) Request for designation. Procedures 
for requesting that a DOE Federal or 
contractor employee be designated as a 
Reviewing Official are contained in De-
partmental directives issued by the 

Secretary. DOE may also designate 
other Government agency employees, 
contractors, or other individuals grant-
ed routine access under § 1017.20 as Re-
viewing Officials. 

(3) Designation. Prior to being des-
ignated as a Reviewing Official, each 
employee must receive training ap-
proved by DOE that covers the require-
ments in these regulations and be test-
ed on his or her proficiency in using ap-
plicable UCNI guidance. Upon success-
ful completion of the training and test, 
he or she is designated as a Reviewing 
Official only while serving in his or her 
current position for a maximum of 3 
years. The employee does not auto-
matically retain the authority when he 
or she leaves his or her current posi-
tion. The employee cannot delegate 
this authority to anyone else, and the 
authority may not be assumed by an-
other employee acting in the employ-
ee’s position. At the end of 3 years, if 
the position still requires the author-
ity, the employee must be retested and 
redesignated by DOE as a Reviewing 
Official. 

(b) Individuals approved to use DOE or 
joint DOE classification guidance—(1) 
Authority. Other Government agency 
employees who are approved by DOE or 
another Government agency to use 
classification guidance developed by 
DOE or jointly by DOE and another 
Government agency may also be ap-
proved to review documents for UCNI 
and to make UCNI determinations. 
This authority is limited to the UCNI 
subject areas contained in the specific 
classification guidance that the indi-
vidual has been approved to use. 

(2) Designation. Individuals must be 
designated this authority in writing by 
the appropriate DOE or other Govern-
ment agency official with cognizance 
over the specific DOE or joint DOE 
classification guidance. 

(c) Denying Official—(1) Authority. A 
DOE Denying Official for unclassified 
information with cognizance over the 
information contained in a document is 
authorized to deny a request made 
under statute (e.g., the FOIA, the Pri-
vacy Act) or the mandatory review pro-
visions of Executive Order 12958, as 
amended, ‘‘Classified National Security 
Information,’’ and its successor orders, 
for all or any portion of the document 
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that contains UCNI. The Denying Offi-
cial bases his or her denial on applica-
ble guidance, ensuring that the Re-
viewing Official who determined that 
the document contains UCNI correctly 
interpreted and applied the guidance. 

(2) Designation. Information on the 
designation of DOE Denying Officials is 
contained in 10 CFR Part 1004, Freedom 
of Information (see definition of the 
term ‘‘Authorizing or Denying Offi-
cial’’ in § 1004.2). 

§ 1017.15 Review process. 
(a) Reviewing documents for UCNI. 

Anyone who originates or possesses a 
document that he or she thinks may 
contain UCNI must send the document 
to a Reviewing Official for a deter-
mination before it is finalized, sent 
outside of his or her organization, or 
filed. If the originator or possessor 
must send the document outside of his 
or her organization for the review, he 
or she must mark the front of the doc-
ument with ‘‘Protect as UCNI Pending 
Review’’ and must transmit the docu-
ment in accordance with the require-
ments in § 1017.27. The Reviewing Offi-
cial must first determine whether the 
document is widely disseminated in the 
public domain, which means that the 
document under review is publicly 
available from a Government technical 
information service or depository li-
brary, for example, or that it can be 
found in a public library or an open lit-
erature source, or it can be accessed on 
the Internet using readily available 
search methods. 

(1) If the document is determined to 
be widely disseminated in the public 
domain, it cannot be controlled as 
UCNI. The Reviewing Official returns 
the document to the person who sent it 
to the Reviewing Official and informs 
him or her why the document cannot 
be controlled as UCNI. This does not 
preclude control of the same informa-
tion as UCNI if it is contained in an-
other document that is not widely dis-
seminated. 

(2) If the document is not determined 
to be widely disseminated in the public 
domain, the Reviewing Official evalu-
ates the information in the document 
using guidance to determine whether 
the document contains UCNI. If the Re-
viewing Official determines that the 

document does contain UCNI, the Re-
viewing Official marks or authorizes 
the marking of the document as speci-
fied in § 1017.16. If the Reviewing Offi-
cial determines that the document does 
not contain UCNI, the Reviewing Offi-
cial returns the document to the per-
son who sent it and informs him or her 
that the document does not contain 
UCNI. For documentation purposes, 
the Reviewing Official may mark or 
authorize the marking of the document 
as specified in § 1017.17(b). 

(3) If no applicable guidance exists, 
but the Reviewing Official thinks the 
information should be identified as 
UCNI, then the Reviewing Official 
must send the document to the appro-
priate official identified in applicable 
DOE directives issued by the Secretary 
or his or her designee. The Reviewing 
Official should also include a written 
recommendation as to why the infor-
mation should be identified as UCNI. 

(b) Review exemption for documents in 
files. Any document that was perma-
nently filed prior to May 22, 1985, is not 
required to be reviewed for UCNI while 
in the files or when retrieved from the 
files for reference, inventory, or simi-
lar purposes as long as the document 
will be returned to the files and is not 
accessible by individuals who are not 
Authorized Individuals for the UCNI 
contained in the document. However, 
when a document that is likely to con-
tain UCNI is removed from the files for 
dissemination within or outside of the 
immediate organization, it must be re-
viewed by a Reviewing Official with 
cognizance over the information. 

(c) Reviewing material for UCNI. Any-
one who produces or possesses material 
that he or she thinks may contain or 
reveal UCNI must consult with a Re-
viewing Official for a determination. If 
the Reviewing Official determines that 
the material does contain or reveal 
UCNI, the Reviewing Official marks or 
authorizes the marking of the material 
as specified in § 1017.16(b). 

§ 1017.16 Unclassified Controlled Nu-
clear Information markings on doc-
uments or material. 

(a) Marking documents. If a Reviewing 
Official determines that a document 
contains UCNI, the Reviewing Official 
must mark or authorize the marking of 
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